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A Configurable Hardware Word Re-Ordering Block for Multi-Lane
Communication Protocols: Design and Use Case
Pietro NANNIPIERI†a) , Gianmarco DINELLI†b) , Nonmembers, and Luca FANUCCI†c) , Member

SUMMARY Data rate requirements, from consumer application to automotive and aerospace grew rapidly in the last years. This led to the development of a series of communication protocols (i.e. Ethernet, PCI-Express,
RapidIO and SpaceFibre), which use more than one communication lane,
both to speed up data rate and to increase link reliability. Some of these
protocols, such as SpaceFibre, are able to detect real-time changes in the
number of active lanes and to adapt the data flow appropriately, providing a
flexible solution, robust to lane failures. This results in a real time varying
data path in the lower layers of the data handling system. The aim of this
paper is to propose the architecture of a hardware block capable of reading
a fixed number of words from a host FIFO and shaping them on a real time
variable number of words equal to the number of active lanes.
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1.

Introduction

During the last few decades, within consumer applications,
several protocols implemented the possibility of establishing a multi-lane link, in order to increase the achievable
data rate. Examples of these protocols are PCI-Express [1],
Ethernet [2] and RapidIO [3]. In the last few years, the consistent data rate requirement started to become relevant also
in other fields of application. For instance, in the space field
the presence of Synthetic Aperture Radar imager, mounted
as satellites payload, requires data rate of several Gbps. The
space community handled this problem by either adapting
several existing consumer communication protocols to the
stringent requirements in terms of robustness and reliability
of space applications (i.e. RapidIO [4], [5]) or by the development of dedicated and application-optimized protocols,
such as SpaceFibre [6], [7]. In particular, a SpaceFibre protocol implementation shall detect in real time changes in the
number of active lanes of the communication link, in order
to preserve data integrity and speed up the link reconnection
process. In this paper, a general purpose digital Intellectual
Property (IP) block (from now on named SWIP, SWitching
IP) is described. The SWIP takes as input a fixed length data
array and splits it on a variable number (equal or minor) of
words equal to the number of lanes, which may change state
in real time, without any loss of data, preserving the initial
order of the words. The block is designed to be inserted in
the data link layer of a multi-lane communication protocol,

between the physical layers and the host interface, which is
supposed to be implemented as a fixed length asynchronous
FIFO [8]. All high-speed protocols are different in terms
of requested flexibility and implementation. However, after
a review of PCI-Express, Ethernet and RapidIO, and of an
emerging space qualified protocol, SpaceFibre, a series of
general requirements have been produced. Let us consider
N as the maximum number of parallel communication lanes
of the system, M the actual number of active lanes and W_w
the width in bits of the single word. The SWIP shall:
• process a fixed length input data stream in order to map
it on a different length output data path without any data
loss.
• have an interface with the host able to transfer N words
in parallel.
• have an interface with lower layers able to keep separate
the word sent to each lane.
• know the status of each communication lane.
• have a reset interface (may be synchronous or asynchronous, implementation dependent) and a global enable.
• send the words over the link in the same order in which
they are read out of the host FIFO.
The necessity of a block able to shape the number of
words to be sent from a fixed number to a real time variable
number arises from these requirements. The proposed solution aims to handle the problem generically to be adoptable
by the greatest number of multi-lane communication protocols. In Fig. 1 the black box model of the proposed circuit
is shown with its inputs, outputs and main configuration sig-
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Fig. 1

Switching block IP black box model.
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Table 1 SWIP interfaces.
I/O Description

Name

Bit

Data_in

N*W_w

I

FIFO_empty
active_lanes

1
M

I
I

LL_read

1

I

clk
reset
enable
FIFO_read

1
1
1
1

I
I
I
O

Data_out

M*W_w

O

N words read out of the Host Asynch.
FIFO
Flags host FIFO emptiness
Single lane status information. i t h
bit = 1 means that corresponding lane
is active
Signals that the lower layer is ready
to receive a row it in the subsequent
clock cycle
Clock signal
Reset signal (Synch. or asynch.)
Global enable
Requests N words row to be read out
of the host FIFO
Words to be sent to each active lane,
keeping the correct order

nals. The interface is composed by the signals described in
Table 1. The necessity of a word re-ordering block arises
from the fact that multi-lane protocols such as SpaceFibre
may allow the number of active lanes to dynamically change
without any data loss. The FIFO width is equal to N*W_w
in order to exploit the maximum achievable bandwidth. This
implies that if M < N, the read words shall be mapped on the
available active lanes, preserving data order and avoiding
data loss. Literature lacks of works compatible with such
requirements. The circuit described in [9] is composed of
two buffers and one multiplexer and appears to be absolutely
not flexible in terms of number of lanes to be handled. Another similar block is described in [10], but also in this case
not enough flexibility is provided, as the number of output
words cannot dynamically changes and appears to be limited
if compared with the SWIP. Our proposed solution instead is
able to redirect a data path of N parallel words on M lanes,
with M realtime variable.
2.

Design

The SWIP reshapes the data packet in case of one or more
lane failures, allowing coherent data transmission. It selects M consecutive words, where M is the number of active
lanes, and it assigns each one to the corresponding active
lane. The proposed architecture has been developed, integrated and tested with the SpaceFibre multi-lane protocol
[6]. It consists in three main components as represented in
Fig. 2: the Flux-control finite state machine, the Reshaping
block and two registers Reg_0 and Reg_1. The Flux-control
FSM (from now on FC FSM) manages the data stream to
perform a correct communication. It generates the signal
index, responsible for selecting consecutive words stored in
Reg_0 and Reg_1, and the signal Fifo_read, which allows to
shift a complete data row from data_in to Reg_0 and from
Reg_0 to Reg_1. The signal also acts as read enable for the
host FIFO. The presented interface is meant to generically
represent the structure of technology independent FIFO. The
Reshaping block assigns the words to the active lanes. The
two registers are used to synchronize data transmission. In

Fig. 2

SWIP block scheme.

the following, the mechanism behind the block scheme will
be described, both in the case that the number of active lane
is M = N (all lane are active, no realignment is necessary)
and M < N (one or more lanes are not active, realignment
is necessary).
In case that all lanes are active (M = N), a complete data
row is shifted from data_in to Reg_0 and from Reg_0 to
Reg_1. The FC FSM signals FIFO_read and index, showed
in Fig. 2, do not affect system operations.
In case of one or more lane failures, the total link data
rate decreases: the SWIP shall read M consecutive words
out of the host FIFO, with M < N, as it is no longer possible
to transmit a complete data row per clock cycle. The signal
active_ lanes is supposed to change synchronously with the
signal clk. The adopted two shift registers structure, Reg_0
and Reg_1, has been chosen in order to provide the requested
number of word each clock cycle. To be clear, let us consider a three lanes link composed of two active lanes and one
inactive lane, shown in Fig. 3. The FC FSM shall compute
each clock cycle both Fifo_read and the value of index to
select two consecutive words per clock cycle. Fifo_read is
set to 1 when there are not word to be read in Reg_1. In the
first clock cycle, a), index is set to 0 and the system reads out
W0/1. As W2 has not been read, no data is read out of the
host FIFO and shift between Reg_0 and Reg_1 is inhibited.
After one clock cycle, in b), index value is 2, thus W2/3 are
read across Reg_0 and Reg_1. No more data have to be read
from Reg_1, thus in c) a data row is read out from the host
FIFO and Reg_0 is shifted in Reg_1. Index is set to 1 in
order to read out W4/5. Finally, after one more clock cycle
in d), the situation is back to the one of the beginning, with
index set to 0, and W6/7 are read. As last step, the reshaping block shall assign the words selected by the FC FSM to
the active lanes, using the signal active_lanes that indicates
which lanes are active and which are not. In the case one
or more inactive lanes become active again, the SWIP will
not be able to provide a valid word to each reconnected lane
for one clock cycle. However, this is not critical for most
multi-lane protocols (i.e. SpaceFibre). Usually, a resynchronization mechanism is provided in case of lane reconnection
with data stream being interrupted for one or more clock
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Table 2

SWIP resource utilisation on ZINQ-7000.

Number of lanes

LUT

util% LUT

Reg

util% Reg

2
3
4
8

1203
1977
3535
8622

0.55%
0.90%
1.63%
3.94%

331
478
625
1218

0.08%
0.11%
0.14%
0.28%

connection).
4.

Fig. 3

Example of SWIP operations.

cycles. Thus, the signal LL_read will be set at ‘0’, freezing
the SWIP (FIFO_read set at ‘0’ and index unchanged).
A multi-lane protocol may transmit both control words
(i.e. the beginning and the end of a frame, error conditions
etc.) and data words. If we consider the SpaceFibre protocol, control words shall be replied on all the active lanes,
while data words shall not. Moreover, if the number of
words that composed a data frame is not a multiple of the
number of active lanes, a special control word (named PAD)
shall be inserted to form a complete row. Considering these
requirements, that are shared partially or completely with
other multi-lane communication protocol, the FC FSM architecture has been designed.
3.

Results

The proposed architecture has been synthesized both on the
Xilinx ZC706 Evaluation Board (xc7z045ffg900-2), with
a different number of lanes to evaluate its performance in
terms of resources utilization. Synthesizes with N = 2, 3,
4 and 8 lanes have been performed as shown in Table 2.
The resources utilization is analysed considering look up tables (LUT) and registers (REG) necessary to synthesize the
SWIP. The frequency has been set at 62.5 MHz, which corresponds to a single lane data rate of 2.5 Gbps. It has been
selected as it is compatible with most of the instrument used
for testing. The SWIP has been successfully integrated in the
data link layer of a two lanes SpaceFibre codec to evaluate
its behavior in an operative context. The system has been
implemented and tested on the Xilinx board, as documented
in [11]. The SWIP functionality has been been proven both
with several simulation, and with intense hardware testing
(i.e. different combinations of lane cable disconnection and

Conclusions

In this article the architecture of a flexible hardware words
re-ordering block is shown. The block is to be inserted in a
codec which implements a multi-lane communication protocol. It is able to change in real time the width of the link
depending on the number of active lanes, providing great
flexibility to the user. The maximum width of the host FIFO
is generic, and the number of lanes on which the data flux is
redirected can vary real time between 0 and the maximum
width of the link. Such solution overcomes the flexibility
limitations of similar circuits available in literature and provides to potential designers a very flexible architecture.
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